Even Liechtenstein, population approximately 35,000, has eleven administrative divisions and San Marino, population approximately 32,000 has nine. The Pacifi c island micro-states of Nauru and Tuvalu also have several administrative divisions. Of course, the smaller the state, the less room for barriers to free movement. See the section on borders and boundaries below.
Equality and the Free Movement of People: Citizenship and Internal Migration

Willem Maas
All governments believe that the freedom of movement of Canadians to pursue opportunities anywhere in Canada is an essential element of Canadian citizenship. Governments will ensure that no new barriers to mobility are created.
1
Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each State.
2
This chapter surveys comparative examples of the tension between the promise of citizenship to deliver equality and the particularistic drive to maintain diversity. Democratic states tend to guarantee free movement within their territory to all citizens, as a core right of citizenship. Similarly, the European Union guarantees EU citizens and members of their families (as the core right of EU citizenship) the right to live and the right to work anywhere within EU territory. Such rights reflect the project of equality and undiffferentiated individual rights for all who have the status of citizen. But they are not uncontested. Within the EU, several member states engage in selective border controls and other restrictions on access for EU citizens, for example those who claim social assistance. Similar tensions and attempts to discourage freedom of movement also exist in other political systems, and the article gives examples from the United States and Canada. Within democratic states, particularly federal ones and others where decentralized jurisdictions are responsible for social welfare provision, it thus appears that some citizens can be more equal than others. Principles such as benefĳit portability, prohibition of residence requirements for access to programs or rights, and mutual recognition of qualifĳications and credentials facilitate the free flow of people within states and reflect the attempt to eliminate internal borders. Within the growing fĳield of migration studies, most research focuses on international migration, movement between states, involving international borders. But migration across jurisdictional boundaries within states is at least as important as international migration. Within the European Union, free movement often means changing residence across jurisdictional boundaries within a political system with a common citizenship, even though EU citizenship is not traditional national citizenship. The European Union is thus a good test of the tension between the equality promised by common citizenship and the diversity institutionalized by borders. Equal citizenship is possible in theory but not in practice. This truth is evident in unitary states but even more so in multilevel political systems such as federal states or the European Union. Governments and other administrative bodies must necessarily discriminate between individuals to determine which persons fall within their jurisdiction and which do not. With the exception of Monaco (which consists of a single municipality) and Vatican City (a peculiar "state" of less than 900 inhabitants), every state in the world contains multiple administrative divisions. 3 Because of diffferences among administrative divisions-for example in tax rates, social services, or simply political clout within the overarching system-the mere existence of separate or overlapping jurisdictions inevitably results in individuals subject to one jurisidiction receiving diffferent treatment from those subject to another. Furthermore-this is the main contention of the present article-individuals attempting to move from one jurisdiction to another often encounter barriers or impediments and incentives or disincentives to movement within the putatively equal political space.
The barriers or encouragements that individuals face when attempting to move between jurisdictions may be large or small, but even "administrative hassles" may hinder freedom of movement. International instruments such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political
